Abstract-Augmented Binary Hypercube (AH) architecture consists of the binary hypercube processor nodes (PNs) and a hierarchy of management nodes (MNs). Several distributed algorithms maintain subcube information at the MNs to realize fault tolerant, fragmentation free processor allocation and load balancing. For efficient implementation of AH, we map MNs onto PNs, define and prove infeasibility of ideal mappings. We propose easily implementable nonoptimal mappings, having negligible overheads on performance. Extensive simulation studies and performance analysis conclude that these algorithms realize significantly better average job completion time and higher processor utilization, as compared to the best sequential allocation schemes and parallel implementation of Free List [7]. AH algorithms can be tuned or adapt to the job and system characteristics, and resource management traffic.
THE AUGMENTED BINARY HYPERCUBE

Definitions of Augmented Hypercubes
The generalized r-ary hypercube consists of r" number 'of nodes, where each node ui has an m-digit r-ary representation im-, ... io, where i, E (0, 1 
DEFINITION 4 (d). d(i7,) = ~~~o l g k ,
where gk = 1 iff ik E {*I, and = 0 otherwise. 
DEF-I"ON 5 (center). The vertex vj is called the center of fhe subcube,
In Musk Mapping, the M N s at the same level map to different PNs. However, a large number of small k dimensional nodes (2m"), map to the same node. In Star Mask Mapping, these (2m-k) nodes map separately onto different nodes, lowering mapping overheads.
However, two MNs, of same dimension, having * and 1 in the same position map to the same PN, reducing parallelism. In Run Mask Mapping, all digits, between the first and last digit having * (run of digits), are masked to 1. The other digits retain the same values. This strategy violates the dilation constraint but it reduces the overheads on parallelism. The mapping distribution can be found in [9] .
lNFORMATlON UPDATING IN THE AUGMENTED ARCHITECTURE
We propose efficient distributed algorithms for maintaining subcube information in AH for PA and LB. M N D, maintains S,, specific information. For PA, it is the number of available PNs in Sot , avail(v,). For LB, it is the load on Sui , load (v,) . Fig. 2b that of Phases 2/3. The search phase begins at H,,, MN at the center of the hypercube. H, sends a search message with m and k (k < 2"). The update phase begins at the allocated/deallocated PN. For consistency, either a search phase or multiple update phases can be in progress at any time. We propose algorithms which optimize costs, in terms of the number of messages sent.
(set replyMsg based on info. at v,, kl /* S1 "/ {Either set replyMsg based on info. at v,) For LB, k indicates if the search is for a maximal or minimal loaded subcube. S1 sets replyMsg to load (v,) . Based on k, 53 checks if the load in yeply is greater than the maximal load or is less than the minimal load of the previously checked m-dimensional subcubes, and accordingly sets replyMsg. 
Algorithm 2 (Lazy Update)
M N v, does not have consistent S, information. In the search phase, it is collected on demand hom the PNs. When update requests are high, the updating messages are not sent, reducing the updating costs at the expense of higher search costs.
Phase E (Search):
The algorithm is the same as the Phase 1 of Section 3.1, except that the C1 in Fig. 2 is replaced by the following condition: {If (visifed(vi))/" C2 */I. For PA and LB, S1 in Fig. 2a ity and number of subcubes recognized (note k < 2m, the size of the subcube required). The cost in AH is the time spent in sending or receiving messages. Unlike centralized algorithms, the performance of AH is dependent on the message delay, which depends on request rates, cube sizes, traffic patterns, queuing at intermediate nodes, buffer sizes, routing algorithms etc. GC, TC, and FL are centralized whereas AH algorithms are distributed. Only AH takes into account the job and system characteristics, e.g., 1, q, u, p. (k.u.p) . However, due to concurrent updating, the average delays are far lower than the worst case costs.
Complexity Analysis
Simulations
We allocate 1,000 jobs on a 32 node hypercube. We assume the job arrival rate and service times to be Poisson and exponentially distributed, reflecting the memoryless property of the jobs, and sub- Adaptive Update adapts to U when U is difficult to estimate and may vary with time. tu is lower when a:: is close to a?, as a 7 adapts faster to U 191. However, a tightly constrained a has instability problems.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHMS
Performance of Update Algorithms under Various
For large II and D (over 100,000 ,U and l,000@, mapping overheads are negligible. Fig. 5a shows t, with s, for a sequential job (7 = 4,000,~, II = 1,000,~). Star mask and run mask have similar overheads. Mask mapping shows the best to, for small sc. Mask mapping scheme and jobs with small s, are suitable for mapped implementation. Update algorithms also perform better than sequential algorithms [9] .
Mapping Strategies
CONCLUSION
We have proposed an augmented architecture and algorithms, for efficient processor allocation and load balancing in binary hypercubes. The cost, performance and sensitivity of the algorithms indicate the following: Intermediate Update algorithm performs better than Lazy and Immediate Update algorithms, with Lazy Update suitable for fine grain parallelism and Immediate Update for coarse grain parallelism. Adaptive Update is useful when the job characteristics are not known or change with time. 
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